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JUST RELAX...
and imagine the feeling of kicking back and enjoying your favorite outdoor space from 

inside your perfectly enclosed patio, free from insects and impervious to weather.
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Prior to adding porch panels, 
this space was susceptible to 

insects and wildlife.

Our porch enclosure system in 
forest green frame blends perfectly 

for a seamless look.
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T O T A L  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N
Porch Enclosure Systems by SummerSpace® are a perfect way 

to add comfort to any covered porch or patio. Insects can’t 

penetrate our extra strength polyester screening, which is  

just dark enough to give a hint of privacy. These systems are  

a must-have on any porch, veranda or patio area.
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The beauty of Porch Enclosure Systems by SummerSpace® is that they conform to any 

space. Custom made to fit almost any size porch opening, these systems consist of panels  

made with powder coated aluminum framing, tempered glass, and durable screen.  

Designed to be as functional, compact and strong as possible, we’ve engineered significant 

performance into a slender panel design for a weatherproof room that will endure  

for years. Panels connect securely for a quick and efficient installation. 

SummerSpace Porch Enclosures allow you to turn your open porch into a retreat  

that’s free of insects, with a perfect hint of privacy that comes from our extra strength 

polyester screening. Use your porch as a bug free screen room in summer months.  

As the weather or seasons change, slide your tempered glass windows closed for a 

weatherproof room that can be enjoyed during cooler times of the year.
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These panels made a dramatic 

difference on this porch, 

turning it into living space  

that can be enjoyed all year.  

The sliding panes can be 

removed easily for a screen 

room in warmer months.

PANELS WITH MAIN GLASS 
SLIDERS AND 36"  
TEMPERED GLASS BASE

PORCH BEFORE PANEL INSTALLATION

SCREEN ONLY UPPER PANELS WITH  
MAIN TEMPERED GLASS SLIDERS REMOVED
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P O R C H  E N C L O S U R E S  A R E  A  S M A R T  I N V E S T M E N T
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P O R C H  E N C L O S U R E S  A R E  A  S M A R T  I N V E S T M E N T
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Porch enclosure panels offer a range of benefits for 
homeowners. One of the main advantages is their 
quick installation time, with most projects taking 
less than a day to complete. These panels are also 
custom-sized, ensuring a perfect fit for any porch or 
patio. Additionally, they require no additional finish 
under normal circumstances.
 
By enclosing a porch, homeowners can quickly gain 
additional living space that is both functional and 
aesthetically pleasing. Furthermore, this upgrade 
adds value to a home at a fraction of the cost of a 
four-season room. Finally, porch enclosure panels 
provide flexibility, allowing homeowners to adapt  
to various weather conditions by easily sliding or  
removing the tempered glass and screens.

DURING INSTALLATION



Color swatches shown here may vary from actual materials. Contact your SummerSpace® dealer for powder coat swatch samples.

SUMMERSHIELD ™

All powder coatings and applications are not 

created equal. Our industry leading pretreatment, 

and proprietary SummerShield powder coating 

finish, exceeds AAMA 2604 specifications including 

3,000 hour salt spray testing. This super durable  

finish includes UV inhibitors that extend the life  

of the beautiful, fade resistant finish. Choose  

from thirteen low gloss, lightly textured finishes.  

SummerShield takes it one step further by infusing 

our coatings with anti-microbial technology for the 

ultimate in low maintenance finishes. 

We coat our own frame parts and  

extrusions in our 31,000 square foot 

SummerSpace® powder coating facility. 

SS9016 White Textured

SS7022 Bronze Textured

SS1019 Sand Textured

SS7031 Steel Blue Textured

SS5011 Navy Blue Textured

SS1013 Almond Textured SS7043 Mineral Gray Textured

SS8022 Espresso Textured

SS905C Ander Black Textured

SS3005 Burgundy Textured

SS8017 Chocolate Textured

SS7042 Graystone Textured

SS6005 Forest Green Textured

ALMOND POWDER 
COATING FINISH BEING 

APPLIED TO OUR  
ALUMINUM EXTRUSION.

P R E M I U M  F R A M E  F I N I S H E S
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 TEMPERED SAFETY GLASS

Our 4mm i89 Low-E  
Tempered Safety Glass is  

high performance with clear 
appearance & high light 

transmission. 

4 
 INSECT CONTROL

Our panels are made with 
an incredibly durable mesh 
screen to keep insects out. 

No-see-um screening  
also available.

3 
CUSTOM CONTROL

The handles on our 
window panes slide up 

and down effortlessly for 
personalized functionality.

2 
 SLENDER DESIGN
Durable components 

allow for a thin overall 
panel depth of 21⁄2". 

1 
 TOP VENT SLIDERS

Optional top vent 
tempered glass slider 
windows allow you to 

control room  
air ventilation. 

1

2

5

ANATOMY OF A PANEL

3

4

SHOWN WITH 

OPTIONAL ALUMINUM BASE SHOWN WITH 

OPTIONAL FIXED GLASS BASE

Scan this QR code to learn more.
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PA N E L  S T Y L E  S E L E C T I O N  G U I D E

W2B
Sliding glass window and base
Overall window panel heights including base up to 108" 
Base height with fixed glass or aluminum 12" to 36" 
Base height with sliding glass 14" to 36"

W1M
Main sliding window panel only
Min. height: 15" / Max. height: 72"

WF1

WF2B

W3
Sliding window panel with 
transom and base
Overall window panel heights including 
transom and base up to 120"
Details about individual section 
parameters can be found under the 
pictures to the right. 

Window panels have a 27" minimum width  
and a 96" maximum width.

Width: 
10"-36" (fixed glass)
14"-36" (screen only) 
14”-36” (screen with 

lift-out glass panels)

WF3
Narrow Matching 
Window Panels
Includes matching horizontal 
dividers with glass, aluminum 
or screen. 

W2T
Sliding window panel with transom
Overall window panel heights including transom up to 108" 
Transom height with fixed glass or aluminum 10" to 36" 
Transom height with sliding glass 14" to 36"

WF2T

As a reference the panel shown above has an 18" base, a 66" window, and a 14" sliding glass 
transom. The use of a sliding glass transom is not recommended if the total height of the opening 
is less than 94", as it may interfere with your view.

When using a transom, it is recommended that it be used above all panels including the door(s) 
so the aesthetic appearance stays consistent and clean.

All sliding glass openings include a screen with standard mesh. No-see-um screening is available 
for a small additional cost.

Base section available with fixed glass, aluminum or sliding glass with screen.

All window panels are available as a screen only panel.

Note: Panels that exceed 88" in both height and width will require the product to be shipped 
with a simple frame splice kit. The process of rejoining the two sections is extremely easy and 
takes only a few minutes. Large panels that exceed 88" in both height and width are available 
without a splice using alternative shipping methods; Ask for details.

SHOWN WITH 
OPTIONAL 

ALUMINUM BASE

SHOWN WITH 
OPTIONAL 

FIXED GLASS BASE

SHOWN WITH 
OPTIONAL  

SLIDING GLASS & 
SCREEN BASE

CUSTOM WINDOW PANELS WITH TEMPERED GLASS in 1/8"  
increments

Max. 
height: 

120"

Max. 
height: 

72"

Max. 
height: 

108"

Max. 
height: 

108"
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D O O R  S T Y L E  S E L E C T I O N  G U I D E

D2
Sliding patio door with glass and screen
Widths from 60" to 106"   |   Door heights from 78" to 88" 
Our 106" extra wide door is hot tub accessible

D3
Triple panel center sliding patio door with glass and screen
Widths from 96" to 124"   |   Door heights from 78" to 88"

D2T
Sliding patio door with transom
Widths from 60" to 106"   |   Door heights from 78" to 88"   
Overall door heights including Transom up to 120" 
Transom height with fixed aluminum 101⁄8" to 36" 
Transom height with sliding glass 14 1⁄8" to 36"

Notes: 
• Doors with glass include sliding and stationary glass panels and one sliding screen door.
• Doors ordered with screen only include stationary screen panels and one sliding screen door.
• Screen only doors from 78" to 92", transom height 14 1⁄8"  to 36".
• All screens include standard mesh. No-see-um screening is available for a small additional cost.

D3T
Triple panel center sliding patio door with glass, screen & transom
Widths from 96" to 124"   |   Door heights from 78" to 88"  
Overall door heights including Transom up to 120" 
Transom height with fixed aluminum 101⁄8" to 36" 
Transom height with sliding glass 14 1⁄8" to 36"

Transom

Double Door Range 60" to 106" in 1/8" increments

EX
AM

PL
ES Overall Door Width 60" 72" 84" 96" 106"

Net Opening Width  
for Sliding Door 24" 30" 36" 42" 47"

Triple Door Range 96" to 124" in 1/8" increments

EX
AM

PL
ES Overall Door Width 96" 106" 124"

Net Opening Width  
for Sliding Door 27.5" 30" 36"

Net opening with all 
doors removed is 5" 
less than the overall 
door width.

To calculate the 
approximate net 
opening with all 
doors in place, take 
the overall door 
width including the 
frame, divide by 2, 
minus 6".

Sliding doors requiring a 
solid transom are available 
only with fixed aluminum. 
Because the door frames are 
shipped unassembled, we 
are unable to ship unframed 
pieces of glass. If glass is 
preferred, we recommend 
finding a local glass company 
that can supply and install it 
for you. The aluminum can be 
easily removed and used as a 
template. The glass thickness 
is 4mm or 5⁄32".

To calculate the 
approximate net 
opening with all 
doors in place, take 
the overall panel 
width including  the 
frame, divide by 3, 
minus 6".

Net opening with all 
doors removed is 5" 
less than the overall 
door width.

CUSTOM DOORS WITH TEMPERED GLASS in 1/8"  
increments
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EXTRUDED ALUMINUM
Aluminum is a versatile, stable building material used 

in many architectural, industrial, and building product 

applications because of its strength and durability. 

Aluminum is uniform in quality when extruded and 

will never rust. It is affordable, corrosion-resistant, and 

extremely strong, providing a great surface to powder 

coat for a lasting outdoor finish. Aluminum is also 

low maintenance, recyclable, and unlike roll-formed 

shaped products, aluminum extrusion is structur-

ally stable. These are some of the many aspects of 

SummerSpace Porch Enclosure Systems that assure its 

long-lasting durability.  

Perfect detail.
Our color matched sealants and touch-up paints give a seamless finishing touch!

SILICONE SEALANT TOUCH-UP PAINT

COLOR MATCHED TRIM
Our two-piece aluminum powder coated trim is a 

seamless way to add that finishing touch. Available in 

two sizes, our narrow width is 13⁄8" to cover gaps up to 
3⁄4" and a wider 17⁄8" to cover gaps up to 11⁄4". This unique 

two-part trim design attaches easily to the panel with 

an easy snap on cap to hide the screws. With a beautiful 

panel-matching low gloss finish, this trim can be used 

inside, outside, or both. Our custom-matched silicone 

sealant is the perfect way to get a waterproof seal with 

a finishing touch. Touch-up paint bottles with mini 

brush or slim touch-up pens are also available for that 

occasional scratch or nick.

shim wide trim narrow trim
open gap

before trim kit

Our silicone is made  
to match your frame!

We recommend one tube of color-matched  
sealant for every one to two panels.
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EASY TO REMOVE SASHES
For the days when the air is warm and the breeze 
is refreshing, you may want to simply have a screen 

enclosure for your porch. SummerSpace window panes 

are easy to remove and reinsert with minimal effort, 

allowing you to customize your comfort as the weather 

changes. To remove your panes, simply lift upward 

and slide out from the bottom. To reinsert, lift upward 

so the pane slides into the groove and allow it to slide 

down into place. 

FLEXSCREEN®

SummerSpace® Porch Enclosure Systems are made  

exclusively with FlexScreen®. Created using flexible 

spring steel coated in exterior-grade PVC, the FlexScreen 

frame is nearly indestructible, scratch-resistant, and 

impervious to weather extremes. Held firmly in place 

by tension, the frame disappears into the screen pocket 

for an unobstructed view. And FlexScreen installs and 

removes in seconds for easy cleaning. We’re proud to 

offer this premium, hassle-free product on our popular 

SummerSpace® Porch Enclosure Systems!

Perfect detail.
Our color matched sealants and touch-up paints give a seamless finishing touch!

SILICONE SEALANT TOUCH-UP PAINT

STEP 1
While keeping the 
sides compressed, 
place one top corner 
of the screen into 
the screen track.

STEP 2
Keeping both sides 
compressed, place 
the opposite top 
corner into the 
screen track.

STEP 3
Continue Continue to keep 
sides compressed, 
and insert screen 
into a bottom corner. 
(Lift slightly if your 
window has a lip on 
the sill.) Release this 
side of the screen.side of the screen.

STEP 4
Place the last corner 
into the screen track 
and release com-
pletely once all 
corners are in place. 

STEP 1
Gently press on the Gently press on the 
center of the screen 
until you can wrap 
your hands around 
the FlexScreen 
frame. Squeeze both 
sides inward 4”-6”.

STEP 2
While While keeping the 
sides compressed, 
lift the screen up and 
remove one of the 
bottom corners from 
the screen track.

STEP 3
Remove the opposite 
bottom corner from 
the screen track.

STEP 4
With both corneWith both corners 
out of the screen 
track, pull Flex-
Screen down from 
the top and remove 
the screen. 
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place one top corner 
of the screen into 
the screen track.
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corner into the 
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window has a lip on 
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sides compressed, 
place one top corner 
of the screen into 
the screen track.

STEP 2
Keeping both sides 
compressed, place 
the opposite top 
corner into the 
screen track.
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Continue Continue to keep 
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into a bottom corner. 
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window has a lip on 
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side of the screen.side of the screen.
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into the screen track 
and release com-
pletely once all 
corners are in place. 
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Gently press on the Gently press on the 
center of the screen 
until you can wrap 
your hands around 
the FlexScreen 
frame. Squeeze both 
sides inward 4”-6”.
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While While keeping the 
sides compressed, 
lift the screen up and 
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bottom corners from 
the screen track.
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Remove the opposite 
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With both corneWith both corners 
out of the screen 
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the screen. 
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Available in 
all frame colors!

We recommend one bottle or pen  
of touch-up paint per project.
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SS2024.Enclosures 
Rev 4

Made in the USA

with Globally-Sourced
Materials

Ma
nufa

ctured in the USA

Auburn, Maine

125 SUNDERLAND ROAD
AMHERST, MA
413-549-0001

https://forms.monday.com/forms/3d9440a7b7b2183b296c826025b9f89e?r=use1
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